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COLONEL JOHNSON'S RIDE, by Robert Huff. Detroit: Wayne State
University Press. 80 pp. $2.75. OF THE FESTNITY, by William Dickey.
New" Haven: Yale University Press, 1959. 73 pp. $3.,0. HEART'S
NEEDLE,-by W. D. Snodgrass. New York: A. A. Knopf, 1959-72 pp. $3:75.
Three recent volumes of poetry show once again that the younger poets
are still wanting to be heard. And we can hear them if .we·wi~llisten. Robert ..r.
Huff's Colonel Johnson's Ride, William Dickey's Of the Festivity, and W.
D. Snodgrass:s'Hearfs Needle-each of these books rings, for the most part,
with its own voice. Like the best of modem poetry being written today, most
of the poems here are powerful and ,meaningful, going the way of their own
making, making the way of their 6wn going to discover both themselves and
the purpose of discovery. And all three volumes hav"e a similar theme-the
difference between a twentieth century world of appearance and reality:
Though this idea is nothing new, sensitivity and perception give to these
poets and their poems a fine quality, a quality that suggests the presence
of the mature voice searching for an audience. :
Colonel Johnson's Ride is a strange book consisting of poems that vary
both in tone and voice. The poems range froJP. short impressionistic pieces
like "Although I Remember the Sound" and "Serenade" to such complex
and beautifully rendered works as "Early Snow," "Lookout Tower," and
the subtle and moving "Colonel Johnson's Ride." Huff is a poet who, when
his voice is strongest, can create both irony an$l pathos. In the "Rainbow,"
for example (perhaps Shelley's skylark, doomed for a fall), the hunter reveals himself by wnat he had wounded. It would appear that he has killed
a bird, that his daughter would be sensitive to the rainbow feathers and their
moment of descent in sunlight. But Huff is concerned with something else:
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It is about the stillness of the bird
.
Her eyes are asking. She is three years old;
Has cut her fingers; found blood tastes of salt;~
But she has never witnessed quiet blood,
' "Nor ever seen before the peace of death.
.
I say: "The feathers-Lookt" but she is tom
And wretched and Idraws back. And I am glad
That I have woun~ed her, have winged her heart,
And that she goes beyond my fathering.

When he lets the poem do its work through a dramatic action, Mr. Huff is
best. Occasionally as in "Bay," he will begin a stanza which challenges the
reader through iI\1agery, only to disappoint later on because another voice
intrudes to make a direct com~ent. And a number of poems-though they
attempt to separate the is from the seems-are not entirely successful.
"Country Club Easter," written by John Crowe Ransom, "J'ouvre Lentement," for E. E. Cummings, and "Emily Dickinson and PatanljIi Examine
a New Soul" are clever but uncertain, and are more the mark of the inexperienced writer than they are the style of most of Huff's poetry.
On the other hand, in such poems as ''The Snows," "Cormorants," "Catamount," "Faculty Club," and "Bachelor" there is evidence of an ability to
bring together idea and feeling, image and language, in such a controlled
way that the reader discovers for himself a grotesque and gratifying moment.
Huff's world of reality is suggested in "Bachelor." Here is the entire
performance:
\
Yeats found a hare's thin bone and on it played
The wisest ditty out of anguish made.
I laid my love down in another shade.
Moonlight made monkeys of them when they played.
And I recall another love whose staid
Heart churned a lawn into a glade.
She was all fur by moonlight. I'm afraid
The moon makes more of everything I've made.
Because I'm lonely, I let nothing fade.
I keep these two in mind, maid close by maid.
Their lovers come, broad, moonlit, making shade.
The moon makes more of everything I've made.

Not to slight Mr. Huff, but a book that makes more of almost everything
it makes is Of the Festivity, chosen as this year's winner of the Yale Series
of Younger Poets. Very different from Colonel'ohnson's Ride, Mr. Dickey's
poems have the advantage of a Foreword by W. H. Auden (who completes
his editorship of the series with this work). The thing most impressive about
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this book is its tone. Dickey has learned his craft well. Almost every poe~
unfolds itself in an attitude of doom. Here is the octave of a sonnet
entitled "For Easter Island or Another Island":
We are the last that there are anywhere.
The changeless figures, the great heads sitting on stones,
Look out of place. We, too, who put them there
Look out of place, n'bbed in these cages of bones
Where the heart hangs and hangs like a yellow gourd,
And the eyes, divest of covering, lean and sway;
Throat's edge shines out brightas the edge of a sword.
We are the last. Everyone goes away.

Here, as in most of the poems, a certain inevitability is present. And a new
kind of wasteland, of hollow man, reveals himself. Not only is each word
carefully chosen, falling into place like the stones, but each line carries the
reader toWard an awareness of Dickey's sense of reality.
•
If we can find our lost identities here, we can also see our escape from
ourselves in "G. F. Died 195+ Aged 27":
~

Where will you go now, anywhere, not to find him?
He is drunk so deeply that he does not stir.
As the day goes, he goes, and leaves behind him
All things but sleep, to start that passage for
The summer country of the dreams that hold him.

Other poems that explore this theme of self are "The Dolls Play at Hansel
and Gretel," "Quae lucis miseris tam dira cupido? Dicam.," and "Canonical
Hours." In these, technique is never sacrificed at the expense of meaning.
However, in "Footnote to Caesar's War," "The Lady of Shalott, Her Mirror
Broken," and "Twenty Years Gone," the po~t's skill seems to strain at its
perfection. Yet the poems are dramatic: all of them do their work thr.ough
action, even when dialogue is used. "Part Song, with Concert of Recorders"
shows Dickey's ironic handling of his material. In the final scene the reader
overhears
SHE Come, Doctor, we must By someotherwltere.
HE
I have my bag full of essential things,
False passports, currency, and diamond ringsSHE True pledge of love for those who truly care.
HE Who live and care.

1

And ,gain the reader sees reality as appearance, appearance as reality.
Seferal other poems that deserve attentiQn are "Memoranda," "Etude:
Andantino," and the title poem "Of the Festivity." In "Memoranda" the
ordinary world becomes alive in the body, in the flesh; for there are the

t
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wounds that don't wear off, that are really "full of essential things." Here is
the last stanza:
Like hasty marks on an explorer's chart:

This white stream bed, th~ blue lake on my knee
Are an angry doctor at midnight, or a girl
Looking at the blood and trying ~tto see
What we both have seen. Most 0 my body lives,
But the scars are dead like the gr ving of a frown,
Cannot be changed, and ceaseles~ y record
, How much of me is already written down.
,

"Etude," however-an accomplishII1ent where technique is subtle-':'can re-,
move for the moment ~ny wounds, for even though .
I see you dimly, yet I see you farther
Than in the day's loud eyes and hungry voices,
Than in the hot spate of that human river
Where we can be but cannot ~ together,
As here we are, hearing the voice of water,
Deep in the twilight where all lovers wander.
Safe and together, toward intrusive voices
Like troubled water, may we never wander;
But let the river bear us gently farther.

I

Certainly the tone of this poem as well as the concluding lines in "Of the
Festivity" show the influence of Matthew ~old:
Putout the light. Somewhere the morning stirs.
Outside the world is dead or gone to sleep.
Stilf on their branches stand the sleeping birds;
On the verandah the still air lies steep
And in the room, the murmur is of sleep.
Lie close, lie quiet, weary and undistressed,
Kissing the hand that hollows to your breast.

W. D. Snodgrass, who was the 1958 Hudson Review Fellow in Poetry,
and whose "Heart's Needle" won the first $1000 award in poetry given by
the Ingram Merrill Foundation, is unlike Mr. Huff and Mr. Dickey in that'
his voice not only makes itself felt and heard: it resounds and echoe.s back
through the poems to the author. For this reason the poetry is never still.
At the moment where a line ends, it begins again. At the moment where a
poem would seem to discover its own silence, that silence moves and grows
into sound.
All of Mr. Snodgrass's poems are concerned with one problem-communication. Because of this, and because the writer seems to suggest that
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contempOrary man is isolated, often detached, and sometimes -aloof, a voice
enclosed by four walls and often delighting in hearing its own words projects itself with violence and a terrifying humor. In "The Marsh," where
there is "Swampstrife and spatterdock" and where a snail "walks / inverted
on the surface / toward what food he may choose," the speaker concludes:
You look up; while you walk
the sun bobs _and is snarled
in the enclosing weir
of trees, in their dead stalks.
Stick in the mud, old heart,
what are you doing here?

This, then, is the dominant tone of the book, though often there is a reaching out for help from another-as in the beautiful "Papageno" (which is a
poem about poetry) :
I ~~t about d¢ld bushes where
No song starts\md my cages stand
Bare in the crafty breath of you.
Night's lady, spreading your dark hair,
Come take this rare bird into hand;
In that deft cage, he might sing true.

But "that deft cage" is not easily found. Usually the poems suggest a driving
sense of man's guilt, a guilt that separat~ man from himself, !tom others,
and from the world. The beginning of "Song" broods with this feeling:
Observe the cautious toadstools
still on the lawn today
though they grow over-evening;
sun shrinks them away.
Pale and proper and rootless,
they righteously extort
their living from the living.
I have been their sort.

\

And in "Home Town," "A Cardinal," "Ten Days Leave," "Returned to
Frisco, 1946," and "These Trees Stand .. :' there is frustration, bitter
.
humor, isolation.
"Heart's Needle," the most i~portant poem in this volume-probably
the most important to both the reader and the poet-is a love poem. But
the same sense of man at war with himself is present. Father and daughter
are caught up in a warmth of "Love's wishbone, child, although I've gone /
As men must and let you be drawn / Off to appease another:' But warmth
turns to coldness again, where "The world moves like a diseased heart /
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packed with'ice and snow." And so both speaker and reader are back at the
beginning: the problem is not solved.
This concern with the nature of reality, and with man's attempt to face
and understaqd reality, makes these new volumes of poetry important. If
Mr. Huff's book seems}the weakest, perhaps it is because the voice wavers
from time to time. Mr. Dickey, on the other hand, usually can throw his
voice with good effect, though sometimes it becomes strained. And Mr.
Snodgrass, who must know how awful the sound of one's own voice, can be,
writes a most dangerous kind-of poetry. For poetry is always dangerous when
it lets us hear for a moment those things which most of us would rather leave
unheard. J
-PHILIP LEGLER
Eight poems by Philip Legler appeared in the Spring 1959 issue of NMg.
He teaches English at New Mexico Highlands University.
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EARLY AND LATE: FUGITIVE
POEMS AND OTHERS, by Jesse
Wills. Nashville: Vanderbilt.University Press, 1959. 106 pp. $3.50.
Two of its members whom the
Fugitive group considered real poets
are unknown to the literary public
that is quite familiar with Ransom,
Tate, Davidson, and Warren. Despite their fellow Fugitives' urging,
Alec Stevenson and Jesse Wills left
their verses uncollected during the
thirty-four years following the expiratio~f The Fugitive. Jesse Wills'
recently issued Early and Late only
now makes amends for his part of
the bmission, presenting as "Early"
a group of his Fugitive poems and as
"Late" a second group, composed
more than a quarter century after the
others.
Jesse....Wills joined the Fugitive
circle during the first year of the publication of The Fugitive and, next to
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Robert Penn Warren, was the youngest of the group. Like ~rren, and
like Merrill Moore, he h"ad a deftness
and certainty of rhythm that permitted him a fine flexibility of poetic
line. Ransom, Tate, and Davidson
wer~ strongly convinced,of his genius a~ urged him to continue in
poetry.
That he should so impress his fellow poets is not surprising when one
looks again in Early and Late at the
first of Wills' poems published in
The Fugitive, a sonnet beginning,
.4.1£ minds dream on when they have
ceased to dwell! In the skulls Death
has dried...." Throughout the four
years Wills contributed to the magazjpe, 0iG is reminded, his work exl1ibited&a tightness of phrase, a
brilliance of diction, a compactness
of metaphor-frequently c~sed
to a single. adjective or v~that
marked a talent no less promising
than those of his compeers: "Could
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that bright, careless gold I Of dande-:
lions, those grackles glittering, I Sun.purpled, or the meadow larks awing,
/ Portend a scoriac desert, chasms,
and cold?" In wit, too, he was their
match: "Our lady of the clatter
keys," he; calls a typist, and as "the
minutes chip upon the hours," he
notes that "In a white dance, each
finger runs I A naiad on the stairs of
hell." Why, one can wonder, would
not this be the talent to go to the
writing of ''The Mediterranean" or
"Lee in the Mountains" or "Bells for
John Whiteside's Daughter"?
In a long introductory "Proem"
Wills himself provides thlClnswer as
he descn1>es his attitude toward
poetry: "I sat and listened ... / but
I never wholly joined J The causes
that they talked for," Aft€?r the group
meetings began to break up, Wills
records, and his marriage and his insurance business consumed more of
his time, he stopped writing verse
entirely. "Business is creation of a
sort," he continues. "Decision turns
on thinking; to distort / Attention
from it is a business sin. / Clerks
have been poets; their chiefs have
seldom been," Later in his life, when
"the children are gone," and the business is less demanding, the ..urge to
poetry returns: "Hence these verses
late I To join the early, never in a
spate, / But a thin trickle:' These
late poems, written under a different
stimulus, conscious of a different
audience, manifest the same certainty
of line but, in being mellower, lack
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the penetration of metaphor the earlier poems possessed. "I. am in continuity with that boy I Who wrote
before," Wills declares. "Do 1 take
up a pen I That he laid down and
merely start again / To finish what
he planned so long ago? I The form
is like. The spirit? 1 don't know,"
In recording the work of a gifted
and intelligent man who, though not
dedicated to poetry, nonetheless
writes good verse, Early and La;te is
a valuable book. It is important, too,
in making available another facet of
the Fugitive poetry. If Alec Stevenson's poems can be issued and some
small garland made from the verse
of Walter Clyde Curry and the
other less persistent poets of the
group, then the amazing array of
talent that produced The Fugitive
will have its proper display.
-LOUISE COWAN

Dr. Louise Cowan is chairman of the
Department of English at the University of Dallas.

THE DARK SISTER, by Winfield
Townley Scott. New York: New
York University Press, 1958. u5 pp.
$3·95·
Mr. Scott, critic, essayist, and the
author of several earlier volumes of
verse, gains considerable stature as a
poet with the publication of The
Dark Sister. A narrative poem of epic
proportions, this is a saga of those
first Christians who landed on our

7
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. continent over four hundred years
before Columbus struck his bargain
with the Catholic rulers. More specifically, it is the tragic story of Freydis, misbegotten offspring of Eric the
Red, half-sister to-Leif Ericson, Freydis, the ambitious "dark sistef," as
wild and treacherous as the stormy
northern waters which ruled the existence of her people.
The poem sings with the music of
the cold winter seas, chants of the
primitive passions of a race which
lived on the bleak treeless plains of
Greenland and took to the sea for
adventure and livelihpod. The opening narrative recounts Leif's first voyage to Vinland, how he lost his
younger brothers there, and how he
sailed again to Greenland, his ships
loaded with magnificent· trees from
the virgin continent. But now Leif is
old and even the wealth of the forests
cannot tempt him to return to the
land of the savage Slqaelings.
And so the greedy Freydis, hungry
for power, and remembering the fabulous wealth of the forests, devises a
daring plan for 'just=one expedition
more, and wheedles the aging Leif
into assisting her enterprise She will
sail westward in autumn and return
home before the next summer, harvesting the treasure of trees during
the winter when the hostile natives
seem to disappear.
From the onset of the voyage the
narrative moves swiftly. The characters are sharply distinct. The imagery builds into an almost physica~
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sensation of a stark frozen coldness
which stretches. "like a humming
drum, day'-after iron day." But it is
coldness with a fire beneath which
can be seen but not felt, like the rosy
glow of the northern lightS. Freydis
herself is cold in spite of her womanly proportions, yet within her
this &ill fire smolders and invests
her at times with the semblance of
human warmth.
In sharp contrast to the frozen feel
of the sea and of the people is the
lyrical, almost mystic, description of
the new-found land in autumn:
. . . . the land around
Like something the sea dreamed,
the land
Between the wind and the light,
carved out of glacial rock;
Like something secret the sun
nourished; like no land man·
founded . . . .
Like something the sea begot when
the sea was scoured by light
and earth made . . . .

This latest land; this newest earthstrident in the causeways of the
west.

But with the coming of the Norsemen the autumnal lushness turns to
winter's wasteland, 'and the poem's
music rises to a thundering crescendo
of passion and violence, then trails
off into a dirge with undertones of •
immortality.
-RUBY L. GmSON
Mrs. Gibson is a graduate student at
Central Missouri St~te College. She
studied last year at the, University of
Madrid..
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THE NOVELS OF JAMES
GOULD COZZENS, by Frederick
Bracher. New York: Harcourt, Brace
and Company, 1959. 306 pp. $5.75.
Since 1957, publication date of By

Love Possessed, much criticism has
been written about the Cozzens novel. Mr. Bracher, who takes the view
that the book is neither as good nor
as bad as some of the critics say it is,
attempts to arrive at a balanced evaluation of Cozzens as a major American novelist by looking deeply into
twelve of his novels from his youth
to hjs maturity. He discusses Cozzens' early novels, style and structure, techniques, characterizations
and principal themes in a gentlemanly, honest fashion that would become one of Cozzens' own heroes.
In his concluding chapter on the
imperfectibility of man, Mr. Bracher
has best achieved his purpose of isolating and analyzing Cozzens' social
philosophy. He takes the point of
view that Cozzens' thinking on this
'subject is close to that of Reinhold
Niebuhr, a distrust of a Ipodern
"liberal" Pr~estantism "optimistic
enough to believe ... that the forces
of reason had successfully chained
all demonic powers; which in adjusting itself to the ethos of this age
... sacrificed its most characteristic
religions and.Christian heritage by
destroying the sense of depth and
the experience of tension ..."
Although Mr. Bracher is working
mostly with abstractions in this book,
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he is successful in keeping his analyses lucid and direct. For the con~ venience of the student, an index,
chapter notes, and selected bibliography are included.
-.jlERNICE M. DELANEY
Bernice Delaney is a graduate assist-;
ant in the Central Missouri State
Col1ege English Department. She
lives in a sleepy little Missouri town
with her two children and dachshund and says it is "the best of all
possible worlds."

THE BARON IN THE TREES, by
Italo Calvino. Trans. by Archibald
Colquhoun. New York: Random
House. 21 7 pp. $3.50'
Literary fantasy seldom exists for
its own sake. Written by a classicist,
it becomes "hard" satire,
tough1
minded, with a naive but educable
protagonist-like Swift's Gulliver,
who is a "gull," but who learns.
Fantasy written by a romantic becomes "soft" satire, tender-minded,
with a hero who is amorous, freethinking, cynical-learning little, becoming more intensely himself-like
Byron's Don Juan.
A prime example of soft satire,
Italo Calvino's The Baron in the
Trees is hailed as "a highly imaginative satire of eighteenth-century life
and letters." Calvino, a promising
young Italian writer, is best known
for a novel drawing in part on his

L
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experiences as an anti-German parti- encyclopedist translated at his. mosan (The Path to the Nest of ment of death)y an anchor from an
aeronaut's barroon. Calvino neither
Spiders).
Calvino's Baron goes up in the disowns this oversimplification nor
- tr~ in 1767, at the age of twelve, in rev~s any clear view of a world beprotest against the beheaded snails hind it. His fantasy is entertaining
prepared for dinner by his connivin~ not because it tells us of our world
sister Battista. He never comes down. but because it refuses to look at it. In
Hence the romantic paradox: by re- Fathers and Childrerr, Bazarov dismoving himself from his fellow~ and misses Arkady's aphorisms as commaking himself the outcast, the ec- monplaces turned upside down. The
centric, the outsider, he is able to Baron in the Trees is likewise weak
deal with man:Rind more wisely and satire but lively inversion, turning
m()re intimately than if he had re- the world comically upside down.
-FRANCES MAYHEW RIPpy
mained below. An old riddle with a
new twist, eternally interesting.
Assistant professor of English at Ball
Still, there are limits to a man's State College in Muncie, Indiana,
arboreal activities, and sometimes Mrs. Rippy wrote her M.A. thesis on
Calvino as well as his Baron seems the twentieth-century novel.
up that tree. Then the problem provides other claims upon its reader's
attention. There is the Robinson NED-CLASSIC DRAMA IN
• Crusoe puzzle-how is a man to live, SPAIN, THEORY AND PRACcut off from normal human re- TICE, by John A. Cook. Dallas:
sources? How will he eat, dress, sleep? Southern Methodist University
What about desire over 1:he elms? Press, 1959· 593 pp. $8·50'
Too, there is Calvino's close knowledge, garnered from his botanist parIt is customary to look upon
epts, of the small peculiarities which Spain's eighteenth century as a litciis~nguish one tree from another- erary wasteland which agop.izingly •
patterns of branches, feel of barks, separated the brilliance of the Goldstrength and slant of limbs. Calvino en Age from the ebullience of
plays these enticements one upon Romanticism. Ruled by Bourbon
monarchs and regulated by French
a~other. throughout his fantasy.
The Baron in the Trees is an ap- arbiters of taste, Spanish playwrights
pealing extravaganza, pleasingly writ- -so tradition has it-found it expeten, weak OIily· in its romantic dient to conform to neo-classic
satire. It features slow-witted or "rules of art" alien to the national
Machiavellian pries~ noble bandits, genius. Not only did their efforts fail
tutor; taught by their pupils, and an to produce works of lasting merit-
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with a very few not so notable exceptions-but also their plays found
little favor with the great plajority of
their contemporaries, who continued
to cherish the irregular dramas of
Lope de Vega and Calder6n. Only
those few hardy souls who resisted
the French-oriented movement and
composed plays.in the spirit of· the
preceding century drew paying customers to the theaters. Such is the
traditional view represented in most
manuals of Spanish literature, a view
.which is examined throughout the
course of this heavily documented
book.
Professor Cook makes clear in the
Preface his own attitude toward the
neo-classic period: "The eighteenth
century and the early part of the
nineteenth should not be Written off
by the student of Spanish literary his_ tory. "It was a period of transition
from the old to the new, and as such
deserves careful and sympathetic
consideration." And indeed, Professor qook gives the period both careful and sympathetic consideration.
He examines in detail the critical
doctrine which informed the neoclassic movement, he traces the
polemics that raged between neoclassicists and traditionalists, and,
most disconcerting to nationalist
critics and sentimental Hispanists,
he quotes statistics from contemporaneous sources to prove that although Golden Age plays were
favored by frequent performances,
they ran a poor third to comedies of

459

magic and translations of French
plays in the matter of attendance
and box-office receipts. In no instance, however, does the author try
to urge upon us the dubious quality
of the Spanish neo-classical theater
itself. In no instance does he try to
revive the usual long-neglected "masterpiece." In fact, although Professor
Cook's study claims to be no more
than a history of the neo-classic
movement, what one misses most is
a critical revaluation of the most significant plays.
• As it stands, one must continue to
regard the eighteenth century as being productive of much excited talk
but no exciting plays. Perhaps all
that can be said for it-and all that
Professor Cook claim~ for it-is that
the new (and better) drama of the
second half of the, nineteenth century owed its form to the neo-classic
school. To clinch the point the author ends his book with a quotation
from Canovas def- Castillo: "Everyone knows ... that the new dramas
are much less irregular than the old
ones in their action and changes of
scene because of the influence of
Moratin and the preceptists of his
school, who educated mos~ of the
contemporary authors" (p. 552).
Although misprints are not excessive for a book of this length, there
are· a few disconcerting errors, especially with regard to dates. In the
footnote on p. 24 the date of Juan
Cano, La "Poetica" de Luzeln should
be 1928, not 1825. On p. 108 Agustin
'"4'
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de Montiano's error in dating the CRITICISM AND FICTION
Nicolas Antonio's Bibliotheca his- AND OTHER ESSAYS, by Wilpana as 1581 should have been liam Dean Howells. Ed., with innoted, the Bibliotheca hispana nova troductions and notes, by Clara
having been published in 16-J'1., the Marburg Kirk and Rudolf Kirk. New
Bibliotheca hispana vetus in 1&)6. York: New York University Press,
i' On p. 114 th~ date of Alonso L6pez
1959.413 pp. $6.00.
Pinciano, Philosophia antigua poetica should be 1596, not 15&); and
This welcome volume collects and
on p. 115 it should be."indicated that .makes readily available thirty-six of
1731 was the date of the second edi- the very best items from among that
tion of the Marques de San Juan's literary criticism which William
translation of Corneille's Cinna, the Dpm Howells produced, in a steady
first edition having been printed in and stimulating flo ,during half a
17i 3. On p. 81 Rojas lorrilla'is twice century
e of unbroken conwritten Rojas lorilla and on p. 552 secr 'on, both as creator and as
(Jose) Zorrilla's name is similarly
e, to the cause of letters. It is
misspelled.
.
true that in some of the selections
The product of many years of a- gathered here Howells' language has
hor, this book will long serv as a faded and become dated, his critical
useful reference work to
those strategies grown outmoded; in a few
curious enough to inquire to the ot1}ers his enthusiasms, we now can
Spanish neo-classical thea r. And if see, amounted to impressionistic
the curious do nyt-kfiOw anish, the overpraising. Yet it is also true, at the
'author has 291lgingly tr slated into same time, that in hardly any of
English all quotations all titles of them have his conclusions been toplaysI even the titles of uch standard tally overthrown by the passing of
works as the Bibliote de Autores numerous decades (even the review
Espaiioles.
of three romances of Bjornson's,
-RAYMO
R. MAcCURD~- published in the Atlantic Monthly
Author of Francisco d Rojas Zorrilla for April, 1870 and the earliest piece
and the Tragedy, Dr MacCurdy is reprinted here, has not ceased to be
professor of Spanish ~ UNM.
at least obliquely worthy of attention) . Most important of all, in none
of these writings does Howells' absolute integrity fail to stand inviolate:
he emerges not only as a long-neglected critic of some considerable
brilliance of insight but as an intelligence of courage and stature, as a

I
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strong, honest voice still with much not fulfill the need for an accuI?te,
to say, still valuable to heed. For all complete, and perceptive account of
these reasons and for numerous America's greatest dramatist.
others, students of American literaThe one asset of this diffuse tale of
,
ture-and of certain aspects of the the House of O'Neill is an overreceptio acc ded E ope's litera- whelming one-today: here is Plore
ture in this coun -should be knowledge about James O'Neill and
grateful for the opportunity of hav- his family, the dramatist and his life
ing on their shelves so compiehen- and times, and his offspring than
sive and so convenient an assemblage otherwise available. We learn, for
of Howells' finest critical testimonies example, that Ella Quinlan met
as is offered in this one. Most such James backstage at a performance of
students will be hard put, moreover, ~ "A Tale of Two Cities" in Cleveland
to quarrel really seriou:sly with the (p. 11), the unacknowledged source
taste and the general rightness with probably being Doris Alexander
which Professor and Mrs. Kirk have (footnotes are promised for later ediresurrected, ordered, and annotated tions). But examine his dating. From
that assemblage.
letters to his second sonAShane (who
-ROBERT STILWELL assisted Bowen) some of O'Neill's
Mr. Stilwell teaches English at Ohio movements, his emotions upon deState University.
serting his family, certain compositorial· matters, etc., are unfolded,
though abbreviatedly. Eleven-yearTHE CURSE OF THE MISBE- old Eugene, Jr.'s first meeting with
GOTTEN, by Croswell Bowen. his real ifather is startling (pp. 136New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 37t" The information comes perhaps
from him and at ldst partially from
1959· 406 pp. $5.00•
Literary revivals, inevitably it Agnes Boulton-sources which may
seems, spawn all kinds of factitious account for the cold and disparaging
trout. Renewed interest in Eugene description of O'Neill's first wife's
O'Neill has given us musicked flim- actlons.
~
flam, convenient. reminiscences by
How much can be counted on as
his second wife, a fish-net veiled fic.: "truth," in viewllof the pitying comtionalization of her frenetic life, and ments about O'Neill's treatment of
a journalistic profile by Croswell Agnes as on pp. 186-87, the improbBowen. Certainly Barrett Clark's able dialogue put into the mouth of
"official" biography, recently re- a fallier-worshipping Shane (p. 275),
printed as a paperback, has been out- or the purported "facts" taken over
of-date for years, but unfortunately directly from the plays as on pp. 38The Curse of the Misbegotten does 39? The theme of an inherited CtUse
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(psychological fate) runs through
the text as it runs through O'Neill's
lines, but imprudent is the fatalism
invested in each act and word, inducing a pattern of the "haunted."
~ O'Neill's "literary biography" will
have to wait for the courage and testimony Qf a truly informing mind.
-JOHN T. SHAWCROSS

Mr. Shawcross is Associate Professor
of English at Newark Col1ege of
Engineering in New Jersey.

SHAKESPEARE AND COMPANY, by Sylvia Beach. New York;
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1959.
230 pp. $4· 50.
This is. a peculiar love story. It
was a case of unmentioned and unrequited love at first sight. The event
occurred at a party in Paris one sultry
Sunday afternoon in the summer of
1920. The words are simple, the results of lasting significance in the
history of literature:
/]

book is the spasmodic, uncoordinated account-told in a kind of silvery prattle-of the consequences of
that adoration. Some of those consequences are especially noteworthy.
For one thing, the world soon received Joyce's Ulysses, the seminal
novel of this cenb}.ry. Without Sylvia Beach it would not have appeared
at least for years. Although Margaret
Anderson and Jane Heap in New
York had published four sections of
Ulysses~n the Little Review, seizure
of the fourtb issue by the United
States Post Office destroyed the
magazine. "And here in my little
bookshop," Miss Beach writes, "sat
James Joyce, sighing deeply." Love
seeks to comfort, to serve, to give.
"It occurred to me that something
might be done, and I asked: 'Would
you let Shakespeare and Company
have the honor of bringing out your

Ulysses?'

"He accepted my offer immediately and joyfully."
Ulysses was printed in·Dijon, Joyce
. rewriting a third of the book on the
There, drooping in a comer, ~ page proofs. The added expense was

tween two bookcases, was Joyce.
Trembling. I asked: "Is this the
great James Joyce?"
"James Joyce," he rep~ed.
.
. We shook hands; ~at IS, he pu~ hiS
limp, boneless hand lD my tough little
paw-if you call that a handshake.

So it was that Sylvia Beach, young
owner of a Left Bank bookstore she
called Shakespeare and Company,
met her apocalypse. "I worshipped
James Joyce," she writes, and this

I
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damagmg, but SylVIa Beach, struggling to find the money, eating little,
said nothing. "I would not advise
'real' publishers to followmy exam, "

pIe, nor authors to follow Joyce s,
she says. "It would be the death of
publishing:' Then she adds: "My
case was different. It seemed natural
to me that the efforts and sacrifices
on my part should be proportionate
to the greatness of the work I was
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publishing." She gave all she decently could for the sake of her love
and Joyce took all she offered for the
sake of his book.
Fro1l1- her absorption in Joyce
comes a second consequence, a series
of disjointed, illuminating, or curious
observations of Joyce himself. No
detail was trivial to her; her love invested him with a wonder and glory.
Joyce, she relates, knew Italian,
French, German, Greek, Spanish,
Dutch, Norwegian (in which he
learned to read Ibsen) , Swedish,
Danish; he spoke Yiddish and knew
Hebrew. Joyce told her he had never
met a bore; his language was always
mild, "never a swearword or the
slightest coarseness"; he sighed a
great deal. He was terrified of dogs,
thunderstorms, heights, the.sea, and
infection. He thought that fewer
than twelve copies of Ulysses would
be sold. Nine shocked typists failed
to type the Circe episode of that
novel. His favorite poet was Yeats.
He sometimes wore four watches,
"all telling a different time of day."
His wife Nora declared that she.
hadn't read a page of Ulysses and
"nothing would induce her to open

,I.

ill"
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The Paris of the 1920's was the
focus of genius. Hemingway, Thomas Wolfe, Scott Fitzgerald, Andre
Gide, Samuel Beckett, Gertrude
Stein, Thornton Wilder, Ezra
Pound, T. S. Eliot-the names, the
names I Miss Beach knew them all.
Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive,
but to be young was very heaven.
But like one who has stared into the
sun and is blinded by the brilliance
she has seen, Miss Beach passes by
many of these figures almost in a
trance. She has known Joyce and
virtually all else is dross. Of Wolfe
she reports: "He talked about the
influence of Joyce on his work; he
was trying to get out from under it,
he said. Wolfe was indubitably a
young man of genius, and perhaps
very unsatisfactory as a social being
-" and nothing more. Of Hemingway she records. that he made one
exception to his rule against reading
in public and "consented to appear
.if Stephen Spender would be persuaded to join him-" and leaves the
episode at that.
Miss Beach says no word of Joyce's
have been a
,death. For her it must
'-.
holocaust too terrible and deep for
words. Oh to love so, be so loved.
The profit of this' particular experience is the world's: the publication
of Joyce. The pathos of it is the author's: she loved,- she was not loved,
but used. Sensing throughout this
book the spirit of an all loving, all
sacrificing and all forgivingfwomltn,
one feels that not the least of Joyce's

-
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merits is that he possessed that quality which won the devotion of this
good and noble woman. In spite of
all, his was an enviable life.
":"WILLISD. JACOBS
Dr. Jacobs is Professor of English at
UNM. With regard· to his assign-ment to review Shakespeare and
Company, he noted: ce••• how frustrating to confine myself to the word
limit you proposed! I wanted to write
more of Miss Beach's style (chatty,
jerky, like nibbling peanuts, and hard
not to continue nibbling); to write
about a whole series of books dealing
with this same period ('As We
Were: 'The Improper Bohemians:
Mabel Dodge, Gertrude Stein, 'My
Thirty Years' War: and so on); to
write about her cast of characters
(only Joyce among them is developed, the others touched and
passed); to write of my reflections
upon that golden era...."

VANDOVER AND THE BRUTE,
by Frank Norris. New York: Grove
Pfess, Inc., 1959· 35 8 pp. $+75·
Grove Press -has recently reprinted
Vandover and the Brute, a fifty-fiveyear old novel written by Frank Norris when he was apparently trying to
do with ~orality what Dostoyevski
has done with psychology.
The idea of this novel is almost
classical. Primarily, it is that of a

NM.Q.

~izophrenic situation wherein the
beastly side of the hero overpowers
and conquers the better part of his
nature until,he is pulled into complete decadence.
Vandover eventually comes to suffer from lycanthropy, a recognized
form of mental ailment wherein the
patient imagines himself as some
form of apimal and imitates its actions. This may be realistic enough
and Norris adds some masterful
touches of writing, yet it cannot but
strike 'the reader as an hyperbole
when the hero begins to crawl naked
on all fours to substantiate this bestial whim.
The ftctional counterparts of Vandover are exploited in endless detail,
somewhat dull and stereotyped, as
the author appears to have included
in their personalities an accumulation of all of his pet peeves. His attempt here to dig deep insight into
a shallow lot comes across as objective but lacking.
'All of this is compensated for,
nowever, by some excellent passages
and chapters. One such chapter is
possibly the finest depiction of a
shipwreck this reviewer has read or
hopes to read. Another, the closing
chapter devoted exclusively to the
personalized decadence of Vandover, is comparable and in many
ways surpasses the writings of degeneracy and decadence of Maxim
Gorky, the fairly established king in
this field.
\
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There are enough of these pearls
to warrant wading through the book.
-RON KENNER

Pfc. Ron Kenner is sports editor and
feature writer for the Sandia Crossroads, Army newspaper. Formerly
on the editorial staffs jf the Los An'geles Evening Herald and Express,
Private Kenner is author of a screenplay, "The Invisible Monster," now
being filmed in Hollywood.

THE SEARG.H FOR GOOD
SENSE: Four Eighteenth Century
Characters, by F. L. Lucas. New
York: Macmillan, 1958. 354 pp.
$5.00. THE ART OF LNING:
Four Eighteenth Century Minds,
by F. L. Lucas. ,New York: Macmillan, 1959. 28 5 pp. $5.00 .

Steering a middle road between
the prolixity of Boswell's Life of
Johnson and the sparseness of an
encyclopedic account which reduces
lives of even a Caesar or Alexander
to prosaic boredom, F. L. Lucas offers in these two companion volumes
the biographies of eight eighteenthcentury figures: in the first volume, Johnson, Boswell, Chesterfield,
Goldsmith; in the second, Hume,
, Horace Walpole, Burke, and 'benjamin Franklin.
•
The author seems well aware of
the problems confronting him. His
main duty, he writes, is to historical

465

truth, but biography-like all artis a selectiv~ process.} By selecting
and arranging some dethils, while
ignoring others, a biographer necessarily colors the truth. The fullest
account of an isolated day in the life
of his subject might swell a single
volume, while endless research on
the life of one man might reveal
enough material for a 3o-~ume
tome. As long as the central theme
of any biography is the human personality, the writer must necessarily
concemhimself with a man's actions
and motives (which are frequently
obscure), with his writings (which
,can be insincere and conflicting), his
conversation (which may not be recorded)-to say nothing abouf the
reactions and writings of other people who know or who think they
know the subject. One must avoid
distortion, as well -as tediousnesS'.
There can be no question about
Professor Lucas knowing his eight
men, nor can there be any question
about the sensitivity and judgment
he brings to bear. His insights are
keen, his style is lively, and the reader
is consistently aware of. the intelligent mind and the sympathetic
heart, rarely divorced, roaming over
his materials. Samuel Johnson, "an_
intoxicated hippopotamus," emerges
neither as a great thinker nor a great
writer, but as one who "would have
been a better man, had he been better-tempered, more courteous, gentler, cleaner; but he would be less

,f
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picturesque, more amusing, less character is seen, than in the other parts of.
known ,and valued to-day." Lord the body, so I must be allowed to give my
more particular attention to the marks and
Chesterfield, contrasted with John- indications of the souls of men, and while I
~on, was too cltional, too ignorant of endeavour b](..<tbese to portray their lives,
the human heart; he was a humanist may be free to leave more weighty lJliltters
and great battles to be-treated by others.
who became too inhuman, talking
much of reason while blinded by his What obviously matters most to
own passians. Boswell-impetuous, Lucas is not success or failure, the'
mercurial, philandering, indiscrete- value of ideas or the gx:.eatness of art,
behaved "like an eternal orphan in the movements of history or the
search of a spiritual foster-parent," enunciation of principle. "What
even as Chesterfield sought out matters most . . . is people, people,
young men with whom he c~>uld people," he writes in his chapter on
play the father. Goldsrilith was a Goldsmith, and this is certainly the
charming idiot who recklessly sqtpn- perspective which dominates the
dered his genius, rarely improved his text. Nowhere is this mOJe apparent
art but dispensed it rather with rash than in his summary of the first volextravagance. Hume managed a ume, when he parades, with lucidity
'happy balance between too much and warmth, with penetration and
•
passion and too little, between suf- sympathy, the human personalities
fering and ennui. And Benjamin that have engaged him:
Franklin "was perhap~ sometimes a
If Johnson rem.ains to-day more than a groprig, but never a prude; all his life a tesque or picturesque eccentric, it is largely
moralist, but never a Puritan." What because, though often swept into nonsen~e
a wealth of discernment lies behind by passion, prejudice, or pride, he wrestled
perpetually with himself for honesty of
Professor Lucas' observations about mind. If Boswell is more than a pathetic
"the cold William Pitt ... the lonely figure of fun, it is largely because, though
Benjamin Franklin . . . the naive so often senseless himself, he tirelessly pursued good sense and intellectual distinction
David Hume, the boorish Johnson, in others. If Chesterfield, too prone to misthe ugly Goldsmith, the scandalous take cleverness for wisdom, is'more warning
Sterne, the ungainly Gibbon, the than example, still the positive value of his
writing lies in its effort to see realities
mad and dirty Blakel"
unclouded by convention or cant.
Like Plutarch, Lucas is concerned
with writing lives, not histories, and
A second and subsidiary perspecfor the main part he follows the pre- tive is apparent in Lucas' handling of .
scription of the Roman biographer these eight figures, and their pursuit
who announces in his life of Alex- of common sense, for each looked
ander that
upon reason as an ideal in a way that
has
become increasingly alien for the
as portrait-painters are more exact in the
"lines and features of the face, in which the twentieth century. The modem

f>
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world has discovered the frailty of nology is colorless, stiJI, <he himself
reason, a fault all too mucq. ignored moves awkwardly and unnecessarily
by the eighteenth century which un- when he 'is tied down to historical
derestimated the capacities of man, ,facts. Here, I believe, emerges the
the writer contends. Increasingly, major problem of these two volumes,
man has discovered his perverse ra- a prob.lem which every biographer
tionality. Since Rousseau, Blake, must face, and which Mr. Lucas has
Keats and the early romantics, we not solved. If we assume that bihave tired of reason; and though, ography is an art, then we must
later writers have mocked romanti- recognize that twentieth-century bicism, much as the romantics mocked ography-like contemporary poetry,
the earlier rationalists, the retreat novels, painting, and music-is not
from reason has· still persisted. bound by ancient forms or by the
These eight figures, then, are helq notions of time and character and
up as models-not for their having Pea1ity which we have inherited from
achieved the ideal of reason, but the nineteenth century. How illumirather in their relentless pursuit of nating it would haYffbeeh to have
sense, intelligence and understand- taken a single day In Boswell's life
ing.
and to have spun from it the whole
These two volumes are not with- man, recapturing the past and antiout their shortcomings. Too fre- cipating .the future, rexploring the
quently, the author' reverts to omnipresence of time and the multipsychoanalytic cant in his efforts to layered consciousness, as Joyce has
pinpoint the particular malaise of his done in The Portrait of the Artist as
characters: Walpole is suspected of a You~g Man, as Proust has done in
"some degree of mother-fixation"; Swann's Way or Virginia Woolf in
Johnson, the l'classical type of ob- Mrs. Da11oway.
Mr. Lucas himself recognizes that
sessional neurotic," reveals symptoms of "simple masochism"; Gray clearing away the moss and bringing
and Boswell, like Johnson, are de- back to light the words of those who
scribed as suffering from "neurotic served humanity is a task which
melancholia." A second and much "must be done an~redone in a world _
more pertinent objection might be where the tendency is to read the
raised with the author's all too fre- newest writers-not because they are
quent reliance upon chronological better, but because they are newer.
progression as an organizing prin- Th~ moss grows fast and ceaselessly."
ciple within his chapters, for this If the .i;eader accepts this self-imonly dulls what is otherwise a spark- posed limitation, then he must
ling and lively book. Though Lucas recognize that this is precisely what
himself recognizes that mere chro- Professor Lucas has done. He is not
0
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offering a set of definitive biogra- lived, we worried about their health,
phies; and he does not pretend to the intimate details of their family
have made any great inroad into the life, and the resulting offspring.
art of biography writing. He has at- When they "died, we hung their
tempted, rather, to clear away some hides on our fences, where they dried
of the moss. And he has done just and rattled in the wind. And, not to
this, in a lively, sensitive and knowl- put too fine a point upon it, we
breathed their dead dust, and tasted
edgeable way.
-M. A. GOLDBERG it in our mouths with the everAssociate Professor of Literature at blowing.sand."
Antioch Col1ege, M. A. Goldberg is ~ This paragraph, including the
the author of Smollett and the word "we" is as misleading as the
Scottish School: Studies in Eight- giant cactus on the jacket of the
eenth-Century Thought, as wel1 as book. Cattle and cowboys are so innumerous articles and reviews.
definitely mentioned as to appear
phantomlike. There are no roundups, no brands. Beef is never butchered or eaten. If Dolly ever rides a
horse she fails to say so, and her
STRANGER TO THE DESERT, husband Britt mounts a horse only
by Dorothy Ross. New York: Wil- once: Wa"gons are their means of
fred Funk, Inc., 1959· 249 pp. $3·95· conveyance, but Dolly neither drives
nor hitches up a team. While Britt
"Natives in the U.SA. do some and his shadowy crew dig, well holes
frightfully rummy things," is the all over the valley in search of water,
thesis in which this sprightly auto- his helpless helpmate usually lanbiography germinates. The settil)g is guishes in a tent house with her
a homestead on the dry plains of young son and no female attendants.
New Mexico, the time around 1<)08- At the ca~pfire a husky male cook
16, and the narrator English-born hoists the too, too heavy lid_of the
Dolly, alias ToadIes, educated in dutch oven. When Dolly gets a
private schools on tpe Continent, stove, she .does, to the disappointtenderly reared Jcv1)e a lady, but mentof the hungry frijolt enthusadly mis¢~as the wif¢. of a young siasts, try out some dainties such as
TexanWith ambitions to be a cattle quail on toast and creamed salmon.
baron.
,}
But even when she eventually ac"For a number of years," says quires a frame house with imported
Dolly, "white-face cows were to be roses round the door, she is too enthe mainspring, not to say the guid- grossed in her awful servantless preing'star, of our existence. While they dicament to be interested in cattle
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or much else. And when a providential drought releases her from New
Mexico, she leaves, with few regrets,
a country and a people she never
cared to know or tried to understand.
This monologue has the ring of
fictiop rather than fact. How Dolly's
eight years as" a homesteader's wife
were reconstructed, I do not know,
but fifty years is a long time to remember concrete details. She fails to
recapture the flavor of a colorful land
or the true quality of its people; and
a too-jesting tone, combined with
sleazy writing, robs the story of heart
and depth. Perhaps failure to attain
harmony lies in the fact that she held
herself aloof from neighbor women
who were experiencing more rigorous
hardships. It is most regrettable that
clowns and eccentrics take the place
of believable characters, and that the
focus is upon kitchen comedy rather
than significant situations. Chronological disorder is an obvious and
confusing structural fault.
Told in anecdotal style and in
naive, fast-moving English schoolgirl chatter, Stranger to the Desert is
light entertainment only. Since burlesque, phantom cattle, phantom
riders, a chimerical drought and a
Texas gate on a stock corral hardly
give a convincing picture of a New
Mexico cattle ranch, this material
has little regional value.

469

THE URBAN FRONTIER. J:HE
RISE OF WESTERN CITIES,
179D-1830, by Richard C. Wade.
Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1959. 372 pp. $6.00.

Professor Wade in The Urban
Frontier has given another cause to
further the abandonment of Frederick Jackson Turner's frontier hypothesis. The frontier movement was
not altogether what q'umer had for. mulated it to be. He had set up the
theory that th~frontier moved in
waves from hunters to pioneers to
city dwellers. The wedge into the
frontier was the urbanist rather than
the pioneer cattlemen and farmers,
and the story of Western expansion
begins not at the gates of the Appalachians but within the heart of the
Greater Mississippi Valley itself.
Commerce, occupation and settlement were determined by the best
routes of communication. Land
routes were next to impassable during
the summer and impossible during
the winter. The paths of least toil and
effort were rivers and what better
water avenue could be found other
than the Mississippi and its tributaries? So it was that this artery,
whose fingers touched every comer of
the Mississippi Basin, became the
main road between the frontier and
the Eastern Seaboard. A'long this ave-OLGA WRIGHT SMITH
nue urbanism established itself.
Mrs. Smith is the author of Gold on
The major metropolises of the
the Desert, a chronicle of her year on Middle West (with the exception of
Chicago, Milwaukee and Indianthe Lechuguilla Desert in Arizona.
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apolis) had their beginnings in the struggle of .his unit, directed by
eighteenth century long before the Geronimo, against the ovelWhelming
fanner. Professor Wade has picked odds of Mexicans and Anglo-Amerifive of these urban settlements: St. cans; the destruction of Apache way
Louis (17631, Pittsburgh (1764), Lex- of life and the humiliation of prison.
i"ngton (1775), Louis~lle (1778), and Scattered throughout this exact and
Cincinnat,i (1788), and. follows each .vivid story are clear descriptions
through its birth (location and early of old Apache life, customs and
__
economic base), youth (war and de-,\cC];emonies.
pression), and maturity (civic pride, . '·IillUs concluding chapters, Mr.
etzine"z relates thedifliculties of ..
museums, libraries, and education);
or until 1830 when the West had culture change, from a wild life to a
produced another society-rural.
civiliZed life; his experiences of going
The story is based almost entirely to the Carlisle Trade School, Pennon-primary material gathered labori- sylvania; his outspoken crusade, after
ously from libraries, public files and the Apaches are moved to Fort Sill,
archives of the five cines. It is writ- Oklahoma, to help his people fight
; ten in a scholarly manner with few against superstitions and witchcraft;
flaws. Unfortunately, the book has his human description of the white
but one map and that quite inade- homesteading of the Kiowa-Comanquate to fit the needs of the r~der.
che Reservation; his fight against
- YNEZ D. HAAsE reservation life for his people; his
firm belief that the Apaches should
have been given land allotments in
I FOUGHT WITH GERONIMO, Oklahoma where they would have
by Jason Betzinez, with W. S. Nye. had reasonable chance to succeed as
Harrisbur~ Penn.: The Stackpole fa
.. 0 f
C
' rmers and ranch ers; the deClSlon
1
_0., 1959· 2. 4 pp. $4·95·
the tribe to' return to reservation life;
In I Fought with Geronimo, Mr. and the pathetic move of his people
B.eemtzinneezz W
wrintt)" the first Apache his- back to New Mexico.
~outhwest, beginning it
A few Apaches were allowed to
With the massacre of the Warm stay and take out land allotments, Springs Apaches at Ramos, Mexico, land of their owl, by law oT their
in the summer of 1850. Though this adopted,culture-in Oklahoma. Mr.
happened ten years before his birth, Betzinez was one ofthese. He proved
it was an event long remembered by to the skeptics that a ':wild" Apache
his family, and -which set his clan could match the "civilize§' whites,
against th:e Mexicans for the duration step for step.
.
. of the Apache nomadic years.
Many histories of the Apaches
The meat of his history is the final have been written; most discrediting,
~

~
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some sympathetic, but none quite hit
th~ core of understanding. Mr. Betzinez writes from the other side-the
Apache side-a simple, direct and
beautiful story of his people.

"

-YNEZD.lLusE

A research~ g~ographer, Miss Haase
recently has completed an economic
study of northeastern New Mexico
and southeastern Colorado under a
contract with the Jicarilla Land
Claim.

CENTRAL AMERICA: THE CRISIS AND THE CHALLENGE, by
John D. Martz. Chapel Hill: Uni~r
sity of North Carolina Press, 1959.
365 pp. $7·5°'
This is primarily a political history
of the six Central American republics
in. the years 1945-58. Advertised as
the product of five years of stUdy, research and considerable travel in the
ar,ea, it purports to fill the gap in
knowledge of post-war developments
in Central America, but does not suc'ceed in doing so. .
The style is crisp and dramatic.
The tone is aggressive. ("For the
person who questions my 0Rinions,
let him read further to verify or refute them." p. viii.) The mood is one
of deep pessimism. ("The tide of
Central American history is sweeping
toward desolation, if not complete
destruction." p. 26.) The treatment
is episodic rather than balanced. To
cite only one of many examples, onefourth of the chapter on Honduras
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is devoted to the strike against the
United Fruit Company during the
spring of 1954.
From the standpoint of sound
sdtolarship, this book has many deficiencies. The author's sources are
mainly Central-American' newspapers, none of which is noted for journalistic excellence or objectivity. In
the opinion of this reviewer, the author exaggerates the Commun~t
threat. It is hard to agree that "in
1954 the entire subcontinent escaped
utter anarchy by the narrowest of
margins," that Guatemala actually
had a "communist government" or a
"Red regime."
Area scholars will certainly be outraged by such bold assertions that
"Arevalos' six year term (Guatemala,
1944-50) appears devoid of accomplishment" (p. 30), that El Salvador·
is "the only Central American. government with a sturdily reliable national atmosphere" (p. 1°7), that
Honduras has been "plunging blindly
into every endeavor with a common
obedience to the forces of elemental
folly and "immature, irresponsible,
political thievery" (p. 163), that
Somoza achieved what "perhaps no
one else could have done" and that
as a consequence Nicaragua is "certainly ready for more democracy"
(p.
I
3°1), that in ~osta Rica, "while his
economic record was bleak, Figueres'
political activities were even worse"
(p. 250), and that "even [Remon's]
worst enemies never denied that his
government was more honestly ad-
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Il)jnistered than any other in Panamanian history" (p. 278).
In the eighth and finaJ chapter,
Mr. Martz presents a fairly balanced,
critical, and judiciqus analysis of
United States policy problems in the
area. If the first seven chapters were
equal to the caliber of this one, there
would be much to recommend in this
book.
-EDWIN LmUWEN
·Dr. Lieuwen is co-author, with Dr.
Miguel TorrIn, of "Post World War
__ II ~.Po1itical IJ.evelopments in Latin
America," a study prepared at the request of the Senate Foreign Rela'. fion~ Committee and released.by the
U.s. Government Printing Office in
.~ber.
•

Committee of EducatiQnal Services.
The ~t five pilot books are priced
at $'95 each and are uniformly good.
The Neutron Story by Donald J.
Hughes is a step-by-step account of
the most puzzling of all the fundamental particles of matter-energy.
In Magnets, Dr. Francis Bitter describes his career as a physicist with
a specialty in magnetism, one of lhe
many influences that one bit of matter can exert on another. Descriptions of experiments,' his struggle
with the language of physics,' anec-dotes about courses in subjects like
celestial mechanics, d~criptions of
his involvement in magnetic mines
in naval warfare, make a delightful
autobiography. Insight to the scientific mind is gained: ~.'. . if you ex:
THE NEUl'RON STORY, by amine nature closely enough, and
Donald' J. Hughes. MAGNETS: think over and over, and around, and
THE EDUCATION OF APHYSI- in and out of the facts that' experi~
CIST, . by Francis Bitter. SOAP) ments tell us about you finally can
B UB13LES, by C. V. Boys. 'see' a most beautiful world that is
ECHOES OF BATS AND MEN, far different from that which is reby Donald R. Griffin. HOW OLD vealed to you by your eyes and ears."
IS THE EARTH?, by Patrick M.
Soap Bubbles by C. V. Boys conHurley. New York: Doubleday & sists of three lectures delivered beCo.; 1959. Nos. 1-5, Science Study fore a juvenile audience at the
Senes. Paper, $,95 each.
' London Institution in 1889 and
I~O. Experiments were conducted
Doubleday Anchor paperbooks to explain things like the elasticity of
have begun marketing a new Science soap bubbles, how it is possible to go
Study Series, desigiIed to offer to stu- to sea in a sieve, and how to blowout
dents and to the layman public the a candle with a soap bubble. There
writings of distinguished authors on ~is a complete section of simple and
the wide world of physics. The vol- !tarmless experiments. Describing the
umes are prepared under the direc-. antique fascination of soap bubbles
tion of the Physical Science Stiidy (shown on an ,Etruscan vase in the

.~
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Louvre), Boys went on to comment
on the nature of experimentation: "It
is a question which we ask of Nature,
who is always ready to give a correct
answer, provided we ask properly."
Soap Bubble$ and the Forces Which
Mold Them'is the unrivaled classic
on this subject-eharming and scientifically relevant.
Donald R. GJjffin, author of
Echoes of Bats and Men, has combined physics and biology with original and valuable results. This survey
examines the many ways animals like
bats, porpoisesi and whirligig beetles
make use of echoes, and compares
them with artificial devices which
operate on the same basic principles.
There is a useful index. .
"New answers to an ancient
riddle" are given by Patrick M. Hurley in his examination, How Old Is
the Earth? The application of nuclear physics to geology caused Hurley to theorize that the energy of the
radioactive breakdown of nuclei of
atoms initiated the dynamic and

473

sweeping changes that caused the
genesis of earth. Dr. Hurley begins at
the beginning with the structure of
the earth, and continues with a descriptioIPt5f radioactivity and methods of measuring geologic time by
radioactivity. Memorqble dates
(measured by carbon 14) ate illuminating man's cultural history, and Dr.
Hurley cites them. As answer to his
question, he suggests <seven billion
years ago as ."the maximum time for
the creation of the elements." The
sun is estimated to have an upper age
limit of about six billion years. Protoplanets were reduced to planets
about five billion years ago, and
chemical separations within the terrestrial planets and parent meteorites happened 4.5 billion years ago,
and formation of a lasting earth crust
began 2.8 billion years ago.
George Giusti has supplied attractive cover designs for the Science
Study Serie~, and the typography by
Edward Gorey neatly complements
the books.
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